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Project Description  
(793 words) 
 
Jankes Barn is a Grade II listed timber-frame barn located in Jankes Green, a small hamlet in Mount 
Bures Parish around ten miles north-west of Colchester. It is a fine example of an Essex threshing barn, 
on an east-west orientation with five bays and a midstrey on the north side in the middle bay. The main 
volume measures 18 x 5m in plan. Large double doors on the north side of the midstrey and the south 
side of the barn open to create a clear route through the middle of the building. There are two lean-tos 
on the north side of the building, one lean-to on the south-east side and two separate outbuildings, a 
stable and a piggery. The barn has red brick plinth walls up to a height of approximately 1.1m internally. 
The existing timber frame is largely original, of Oak and Elm. Externally the timber walls are clad in 
black stained horizontal weatherboarding. The roofs are slated. 
  
Our brief was the conversion of the barn and outbuildings for residential use comprising three 
bedrooms, an open plan kitchen/ living room, glazed-in lean-tos and an external courtyard area. The 
client, a garden designer, bought the barn in Summer 2018 with planning consent for conversion to 
residential. Having reviewed the consented scheme and discussed our client’s ambitions for the project, 
we reimagined the project as a means of inhabiting the existing structures whilst celebrating and doing 
as little as possible to change their character. The proposal was settled quickly, based on a series of 
sketches, collages and working models, and we gained planning and listed building consent for a scheme 
which, compared to the previously consented scheme, does less harm to the existing fabric and, 
crucially, retains the main barn as a single volume. The result could be described as a ‘barn non-
conversion’. Three black objects are inserted into the main volume of the barn: an aedicule with a raised 
platform from which to enjoy the experience of being up in the rafters; a freestanding kitchen island; 
and a stove. The three bedrooms are dispersed in the lean-tos and stable. Bathrooms are free-standing 
volumes within these. The piggery forms a utility room and garden store. 
  
A new brick ‘ground’ unites the internal volumes of the barn and outbuildings. Terraces of brick pavers 
provide extended thresholds that project into the enclosed space of the courtyard to the north and the 
open garden to the south to provide outdoor rooms. The terraces are positioned to provide shelter and 
sunny spots at various times of the day, and to the south, views out over the open countryside. 
  
Our approach was to promote a limited palette of robust, low-maintenance, cost-effective, sustainable 
materials that are pleasing to the eye and touch without the need for applied finishes. We thermally 
upgraded the existing brick plinth walls by building a new brick skin wall on the inner face to match the 
existing. Internally, an underfloor heating mat installed below the screed level and clay tiles provides 
discreet background heat. The upper, timber parts of the walls and roof have been insulated on the 
outer face and new, secondary timber rafters sit above the existing, concealed within the roof build-up, 
braced with ply sheathing. U-values are better than required to meet Building Regulations for 
refurbishment. 
  
  
 



 
The construction phase was split into the enabling works packages (underpinning, scaffolding including 
temporary roof and historic timber frame repairs) followed by the main contract. This approach had 
several benefits: an earlier start to work on site; allowing time to work up the detail of the main tender 
package whilst the specialist timber repairs were taking place; and providing a wider field of traditional 
main contractors for the new build and upgrade work involved in turning the barn into a dwelling. 
  
Our aspiration was that the barn should not look too new when work was completed. The timber repairs 
were carefully carried out via traditional techniques using new, seasoned Oak. The waviness of the roof 
(in particular the ridge line) and walls is preserved and the contrast between the original materials and 
the new (ply sheathing, external weatherboarding, new roof slates) is celebrated. Traditional lead 
detailing is used at roof junctions. The original shutters were repaired. Wholly new elements such as 
Oak joinery, glazing and clay-tiled floors appear to be secondary to the materials of the original building. 
The barn succeeds in not appearing too domestic, yet is warm, comfortable and very liveable. From the 
roads and fields to the south-east and west, the barn appears virtually unchanged yet, close to, the 
integration of barn, terraces and garden design succeeds in generating a series of outdoor rooms and 
spaces of various levels of enclosure which allow interaction with and around the original structure in a 
joyful way. 
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OPEN DOOR 2022 
Transform Buildings, Treasure the Past 
RIBA/ British Council 
 
Category: Historic buildings built before 1901 
Project: Jankes Barn, Mount Bures, Essex, UK 
 
Project Details 
Description: Conversion to residential use, creation of courtyard garden 
Heritage Status: Grade II listed 
Building Date: c1780 
Client: Joanne Bernstein 
Value of Works: £650,000 
Project Date: June 2018 – March 2022 
 
Project Team 
Architect: Lynch Architects 
Structural Engineer: Rodrigues Associates 
Services Engineer: Max Fordham 
Garden Design: Joanne Bernstein 
Main Contractor: JW Younger Ltd. 
Conservation Experts: 
Hutton + Rostron (Timber condition and grading report) 
Dr. David Andrews BA, PhD, FSA, IHBC (Independent historic buildings consultant) 
Dr. Joseph Bispham MSc. PhD. FIMM (Historic building consultant & specialist historic carpenter) 
 
Applicant  
For and on behalf of Lynch Architects 
Rachel Elliott has worked as a qualified architect since 2005, but became a RIBA-accredited 
Conservation Architect in 2017 and has since worked exclusively on and in the setting of historic 
buildings. Whilst working on the project at Jankes Barn, she completed a two-year, part-time masters in 
Building History at the University of Cambridge and had the opportunity to work alongside conservation 
experts and specialist historic buildings consultants, as well as leading academics in the field. Rachel was 
closely involved in the early design stages of this project working with Director, Patrick Lynch. She led 
the planning process, gaining planning and listed building consent in 2019, and acted as contract 
administrator for the JCT Minor Works ’16 contract.  
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